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Abstract—Reendering light shhafts is one of the
t important toopics in

betw
ween the incooming radiancce and the outtgoing radiancce as
illusstrated in Fig. 1.

coomputer gamingg and interactive applicationns. The methodds and
moodels that are uused to generate light shafts plaay crucial role too make
a scene
s
more reallistic in computter graphics. Thhis article discussses the
im
mage-based shaddows and geom
metric-based shhadows that conntribute
in generating voluumetric shadow
ws and light shaafts, depending on ray
traacing, radiosity,, and ray marchhing technique. The main aim of this
stuudy is to providde researchers w
with backgroundd on a progress oof light
scattering methodds so as to makke it available ffor them to dettermine
thee technique beest suited to thheir goals. It iss also hoped thhat our
claassification helpps researchers find
f
solutions to the shortcom
mings of
eaach method.

Keywords—SShaft of lights,, realistic imagges, image-baseed, and
geeometric-based.
I.

INTR
RODUCTION

T

HE indoorr rendering contains manny elements; most
important ones are liight sources, lighting effects,
e
shhadows, and oobjects in varrious shapes and materialss. This
paaper presents ppractically som
me definitionss for more impportant
paarameters of light transporrt equation foor rendering iindoor
atm
mospheres. The
T light sourrces, light scaattering, particcles in
paarticipating m
media, and shadows are the highllighted
coomponents inddoor scenes. This
T survey addresses the methods
annd techniques to simulate ligght shafts andd volumetric shhadow
in the indoor environmentts. The popuular techniquees are
deescribed according of feattures, limitatiions, and scoope of
uttilization for each one oof them. Usuually, the reealistic
rendering of thee indoor scennes requires soolving the prooblems
relevance in reendering voluumetric lightiing and voluumetric
shhadows such aas smooth trannsition at their edges. Thereffore, it
is also hoped thhat after readiing this paper,, the researcheer will
bee aware of thee latest and m
most widely used techniquees, and
wiill have the beest informationn on each of thhem.
II.

r
incom
ming radiance, (b)
Fiig. 1 (a) Radiannce at a point x represents
Radiance outgoing at x inn direction, andd (c) BRDF

GLOBALL ILLUMINATIO
ON

In general, gllobal illuminattion includes a direct lightinng that
coomes from sunnlight, in addition to indirecct lighting occcurs as
a rresult of refleections of lighht between the surfaces of vvarious
obbjects in thee scene. Theerefore, an oobject's appeaarance
deepends on refl
flectance properties of its m
material that ccan be
exxpressed by using bidireectional refleectance distriibution
fuunction (BRDF
F). BRDF funnction represeents the relatioonship
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T
The reflection mapping efficciently used indirect lightinng to
approximate the appearance oof a reflectivee object basedd on
textture image [11]. This textuure is used for
f mapping from
imaage of the distant
d
enviroonment surroounding into the
renddered surface. The reflectioon maps are deeveloped by uusing
diffu
fuse and specuular reflectionn for corresponnding componnents
of rreflection [2]. The method is
i rendered to appear illumiinate
in rreal-time of the atmospheere effects bbased on mulltiple
anissotropic scatttering and skky light as pproposed by [3].
Preeetham [4] preesented analytiic model for aapproximatingg the
aeriial perspectivee of atmospheere. The dayligght includes ddirect
andd indirect sunliight and sky color
c
[3]. The main resourcees of
the illumination are artificiall and naturall lightings, which
w
reprresent for exaample, lamps and sunlightt respectivelyy [4].
Thee ray tracing annd radiosity arre classic methhods to implem
ment
globbal illuminatioon [8]. Ray-trracing methodd is a traced rays
emaanating througgh their paths from light soource until they hit
the viewpoint, thhen it determ
mines intersecction points along
a
pathhs to calculatee the radiancee [6]. On othher hand, radiosity
metthod depends on average illlumination onn surface elem
ments.
Rayy tracing methhod is able to ssimulate varioous types of efffects
as tthe rays are ttraced from point to point [13]. Usuallyy ray
traccing is not com
mpatible approoach for creatiing a scene w
with a
movving camera w
while the radioosity method iss successful w
with a
movving camera [77].
A
A. Ray Tracingg
W
Whitted [5] is the first reseearcher who iintroduced thee ray
traccing to create some basic ligghting effectss perfectly, buut the
shorrtcomings of this method is prohibitively expensivee for
renddered scenes.. The ray trracing is claassified basedd on
acceeleration to three major categories w
which are faster
f
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intersections, feewer rays and generalize thee rays [6]. Heeckbert
[77] proposed a m
method to use beams througgh a scene insttead of
raay tracing, whiich uses polyggonal to form frustum bounddaries.
Thhis method iis efficient too get high qquality sceness. The
disadvantage inn this method is that it fits only the polyygonal
obbjects. Kajiyaa [8] proposeed a method to develop single
sccattering moddel of Blinn for ray traciing, eliminatinng all
lim
mitations of lighting and viewing due to derivate of an
annalytic solutionn is ineffectivve. Representiing the particiipating
m
media using a voxel
v
model, tthe rendering conduct
c
is sepparated
into two stages:: (1) calculatioon of the radiaance arriving aat each
vooxel from all light sources and (2) solvinng the eye radiance
ussing the interrmediate results of the prrevious step, by an
illlumination moodel [17]. Coook [9] propossed an approaach for
im
mage synthesis based onn ray tracingg, where rayys are
distributed in tim
me so that rayys at different spatial locatioons are
traaced at differeent instants off time. Mark [10] presentedd cone
traacing; the meethod traces ccircular frustuum. This methhod is
effficient to geneerate glossy reeflections andd shadow; morreover,
it can get rid of artifact pproblem. Thiis method is more
exxpensive thann previous m
methods. Jenssen [11] preesented
m
method for renndering of skyy at night invvolving illumiination
reaching from the Moon. The atmospherre model is aapplied
ussing spherical model and appproximation liight scatteringg using
phhase functions, where usee ray marchiing combinedd with
distribution ray tracing.
B. Radiosity
In the 1950s,, radiosity wass originally deeveloped in thhe field
more than 30 years,
off heat transfer in engineerring. After m
raadiosity was refined for using in ccomputer graaphics,
sppecifically as aan applicationn to the probllem of renderiing by
researchers at C
Cornell Univeersity [12]. R
Radiosity is a finiteeleement approaach to the probblem of globaal illuminationn [13].
Inn order to deal with largee-area elementts it is required to
integrate over the area off the elemennts explicitly [13].
mputed accordding to (1):
Raadiosity is com
(1)

∑
| |

(2)

whhere Bi: the raadiosity leavinng a surface I, Ei: the self-eemitted
raadiosity, Bj: thhe radiosity ouutgoing surfacce j. Fij: the frraction
off energy emitteed from surfacce j and reaching the surface i. pi:
reflectivity of tthe surface i.. ∑ Bj Fij: the total amouunt of
ennergy receivedd by the surface i from otheer surfaces. pii ∑ Bj
Fij
ij: the total ennergy reflectedd by the surfa
face i. dAt, dA
Aj: the
differential areaas of the surrface i and j respectively, r: the
veector from dA
At to dAj. Φ
Φi: the angle between r annd the
noormal Nt of thhe surface i. φj: the anglee between r annd the
noormal Nj of thee surface j.
III. LIGHT SCATTERING
Kajiya [6] coonsidered anyy environmentt divided into small
voolumes. Fig. 2 represents aanisotropic meedia that contrributes
in light scatterinng process.
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Fig. 2 The partticipating mediaa as a collectionn of microscopicc
scatteringg particles

Inn order to proovide the realiistic appearance for objectss that
generate using reendering technniques shouldd be used suittable
techhniques of ligghting. Lightinng techniques are used to ssolve
this problem byy simulating physical natture of light.. As
t
a partticipating meddia, it yields three
t
radiiance travels through
typees of phenomeena: Absorptioon, scattering and emitting [14],
[15]] as illustratedd in Fig. 3.

F
Fig. 3 Types of pphenomena: (a) Emitting, (b) A
Absorption, (c) InI
sscattering, and ((d) Out-scatterinng

T
The light naature requirees understanding progresssion
grow
wingly compllete; yet, com
mplex modelss of light, opptical
phennomena can be represennted accordinng to successsive
moddels. These phhenomena cann be divided tto quantum opptics,
elecctromagnetic ooptics, wave ooptics, and rayy optics [16]. The
ray optics is simpplest model annd used more. The ray optiics is
mplest model aand used morre than other to appear efffects
simp
suchh as emissioon, reflection, and transmiittance. Howeever,
therre are effects ccompletely ignnored in compputer graphics such
as diffraction, interference, polarizatioon, fluoresceence,
phoosphorescence.. These effectts involve a trransport of ennergy
from
m one waveleength to anothher which connsiders thin along
a
visibble range of the
t light specttral [17]. The no scatteringg and
singgle scattering models are siimpler compaared to the moodels
menntioned above.
C
C. No Scatterinng
T
This situation arises when participating medium doess not
scattter (scatterinng = 0). For example, inn the case of an
explosion associaated with highh emission lighht that leads too the
neglect of all typees of scatteringg [18].
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The renderingg equation beccome as in (3)):
,

,

(3)

whhere transmitttance:

com
mpletely ray m
marching in OppenGL [25]. In
I order to achhieve
som
me optimizatioons of ray marcching due to ccost computatiional
[26]] proposed ussed shadow volume
v
to putt bounding pllanes
alonng view ray. T
Toth, [23] prooposed reducedd number sam
mples
baseed on relationship pixel andd nearby pixelss that allow taaking
resuults from each other.

,

When homoggeneous non-eemitting mediium ka = coonstant
annd Le = 0 renddering equatioon reduces to:
|

|
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D. Single Scattering
The single scattering describes only scattered raddiation
evvent once alonng its path from
m a surface to the viewer [144].
According too nature of sinngle light scatttering that dom
minate
visual effect is assumed thaat all light scaattering occurrred at
suurfaces, this means radiaance which leaving a surface
s
prreserves the ennergy unchangged until it striikes another suurface.
Inn real life, this assumpption does nnot work beecause
paarticipating media typicallyy occupied thee space betweeen all
obbjects by Infinitesimal partticles [19]. Therefore,
T
wheen the
ligght travels froom one point to another inn space, the phhotons
caan change theeir paths andd transform thheir powers ddue to
interact with a participating media such aas fog, dust, smoke
E
in case cllear air, the phhotons
annd the particlees in the air. Even
coollide with sm
mall microscoppic particles, they will eithher be
abbsorbed or scaattered in anoother directionn (so sky is bbluish)
[220]. The changge of radiationn based on thhe properties media,
m
leaads to increase the challengging of renderring of particiipating
m
media due to sppectral dependdence of mediuum and the coomplex
interaction betw
ween radiance and media. The
T phenomenna that
occcur in the meedia to particiipate involve of many diffe
ference
efffects of scatteering such as absorption annd emission. Fig. 4
illlustrates singlee light scatteriing.

Fig. 5 Ray maarching method

E
Engelhardet [224] proposed epipolar samppling techniquue to
placce samples in screen spacee. The techniqque determiness the
sam
mple points baased on changges of intensiity abruptly aat inscatttering positioon and used ffiltering betweeen epipolar llines.
Theen, the in-scatttering is calcculated using ray marchingg for
eachh point sampples along eepipolar liness. This technnique
reduuced the com
mputational cost of renderinng equation bbut it
givees crisper appearance of rennder image. Inn order to impprove
the above techniique [25] presented methood to computee inm a ray increaase smoothly along
a
scatttering which iis derived from
sam
me epipolar linne that towardd the light souurce. This meethod
baseed on partial ssum tree that m
made cost for computing thhe inscatttering only logarithmicall along a view
w ray. Chen [27]
propposed methodd dimensional min-max mippmap to speeed up
calcculation of thhe shadow mapping but suuffers of artifacts
resuulting from thee discretizationn low-resolutiion.
V. VOLUMETRIC SHADOWS EFFFECT

Fig. 4 Singlle light scatterinng

IV.

RAY MARCHING

Ray marchingg is one of thee popular metthods for calcuulating
sinngle scatteringg in isotropicc medium. In addition, it uused to
caalculating airliight contributiion. This methhod can be doone on
the Graphical Processing
P
Uniit along view rrays as illustraated in
Fiig. 5. [21], [119], they calcculate the scaattering integral by
puutting planes at various deppths, drawingg blended slicces, by
cleearly loopingg in a pixel shader [22]--[24], or by using
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V
Volumetric shhadows providde us inform
mation to unccover
abouut relevance between objeects in the scene. Furtherm
more,
voluumetric shadows are main part
p for many aapplications oof the
com
mputer graphiccs to appear realistic phennomena [28]-[30].
Maxx [31] introduced methood to use scan-line-basedd to
deteermine the regions
r
of illuminated aand unilluminnated
atm
mosphere by coontributed the shadow volum
me.
T
There are manny researchers have tried to combines shaadow
withh participatingg media to gennerate volumettric shadow efffect.
Jenssen [32] intrroduced fog model as sim
mplest volum
metric
effeect based on fog density vvaries with reespect to altittude.
Mecch [33] presennts a method of capturing multiple areaas of
illum
minated mediaa. However, thhis approximaation does not give
accuurate results due
d to complexxly of shadow
w geometry, where
w
usedd polygonal bboundaries to determine vollumes of fog. Biri
[34]] presented mathematical
m
foormulations too simulate shaadow
andd fog. In fact, tthese methods suffered inability to appearr true
m
voluumetric effects due to need variation in pparticipating media
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density corresponding to variation in scattered light. Dobashi
[19] proposed solution to create volumetric kinds effect using
subsampling. In despite, the results of volumetric effect are
acceptable for global illumination, while for local illumination
leads to appear artifacts by the sub-planes. Instead, use virtual
planes of the scene using arbitrary sample.
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E. Image-Based Volumetric Shadows
Wyman [26] proposed method based on geometric-based
shadows to add polygons along a view ray. The front polygon
and farthest polygon clamps segment for which ray marching
with visibility testing against the image-based shadows.
T´oth [23] proposed that only a downsamples are computed
for each pixel, and neighboring pixels may take results from
each other. Interleaved sampling is used to evaluate if the
sample position along the view-ray is in scattering or if in
shadow occurs). The technique is implemented in a pixel
shader, which executed using the image-based shadows.
Engelhardt [24] presented method to put little sample along
the lines of epipolar in screen space. The along lines of
epipolar is linearly searched to get discontinuities in the Zbuffer and put samples only after and before such positions.
Then, bilateral filtering is used along and between lines of
epipolar to preserve the downsamples for the single scattering.
Ali [35] proposed a method based on bilateral filtering to
generate soft shadow maps using multiple image-based
algorithms.
Baran [25] building on radiance for a ray can be evaluated
incrementally form a ray along the same line of epipolar. This
method based on rectification of shadow maps, that executes
by eye rays and radiance rays are transformed into a new
coordinate system. On the same approach of Baran, Chen [27]
proposed method to accelerate partial sum tree method by
replace a one-dimensional min-max mipmap method
calculation of the image-based shadows.
Instead of ray marching method, Wyman [36] presented
method to voxelize image-based shadow casters in epipolar
geometry.
F. Geometrical-Based Volumetric Shadows
James [37] proposed method to use depth peeling instead of
the shadow polygons. Biri [34] used sorting of geometricbased shadows quads in back-to-front order from the viewer.
Billeter [38] introduced method to guarantee that
geometric-based shadows do not overlap is to create them
from a image-based shadows.
VI. LIGHT SHAFT EFFECT
The basic definition of light shaft is information provided
about the regions lit in space. The extra intensity is computed
from information that represent light scattering, where leads to
appear columns of scattered radiance visible with space is
partly in shadow [23], [26].
G.Image-Based Light Shaft
Dobashi [21] proposed method to display light shafts with
shadow map using texture-mapping hardware. The method
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includes rendering light shafts by placing of parallel slices in
front of screen to compute light scattering induced of
atmospheric particles. The principle fundamental of
participating media to interact with light is based on rendering
light transport equation for generating effects of atmospheric
phenomena such as light shaft. Therefore, when light travels
from light source through space in variety directions hits
particles of atmosphere, based on physical properties of
particles yield effects such as scattering and absorption of
light. The integration of the in-scattering along view ray and
light attenuation that reaches to viewpoint will appear light
volume according to the density of particles in atmosphere.
Moreover, the presence of objects inside light volume leads to
generate shadow with light shaft. This method has been
exploited graphics hardware rendering light shaft and shadow
map. However, this method tried avoiding aliasing problem,
but it needs multiple passes for number virtual planes that
must proportional to the number of passes which lead to error
sampling. Dobashi [19] later modified the method by adding
sub-planes to overcome the sampling error, but this method
requires more computation which time-consuming.
Mitchell [39] presented a method which based on work by
Dobashi [19] for simulating light shafts. This method renders
a traditional shadow map from opaque objects merely and then
fills the scene with hundreds of translucent fog planes that
receive the shadowing. This provides convincing light shafts,
which can have color if the light has a projective texture or fog
planes have colored texture. But this method, translucent
objects cannot cast shadows, however, then Morgan [40]
method proposed based on develop technique presented by
[41] stochastic transparency, for shadow cast between any
aggregation of colored transmissive, opaque, and partial
coverage surfaces which it consistent with hardware shadow
mapping techniques. This method used number infinity of
surfaces that apply on GPUs and consoles. However it use
depth buffer to store a depth of opaque surfaces and use to
blending RGB channels to emulate a depth test for translucent
surfaces [22] presented technique to use color buffer to light
received by visible objects to calculate light frustum form
shadow map and average extinction of participating media.
The intersection of an eye ray is calculated in order to
determine length of the light path through frustum. Bruneton
[42] proposed method to render sunlight and illumination
effects induced of attenuated light until reach to viewpoint and
at different altitude from level ground for atmosphere.
However, it based on compute the lit segments from view ray
and ignore the dark parts through shadow test that reduce cost
of integral equation of light.
H. Geometrically-Based Light Shaft
Imagire [43] proposed method practically consistent with
the scenes that contain on bounding box (volumetric objects)
like mist. This method based on virtual planes to rendering
light scattering effects, through using sampling hull in order to
reduce number alpha blending operations that leads to get rid
of aliasing which appear at intersection between virtual planes
and bounding box of volumetric object.
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Billeter [38] proposed algorithm based on construct mesh of
shadow-volume from shadow map in order to appear effect
radial blur around light sources, light shafts also volumetric
shadows without used ray marching. This algorithm gives
speed up and quality images but it suffer from quite large
overhead. Wyman [26] proposed approach to rendering
atmospheric effects induced scattering of light due to particles
air. This method based on restore intensity points in space
which used as texture put in array. Moreover, the sampling is
determined of shadow to calculate the intensity for create
images at interactive rates. However, this method is used in
widely range to render the effects from space also. This
method has lack to calculate multiple scattering. Max [44]
presented method to rendering light shafts through exploited
the single-scattering assumption based on scan-line algorithm.
In this method is calculated the radiance which reaching to the
viewer by adding the contributions of the scattered light in the
lit volumes only. However, the perception is considered a light
source and participating media of isotropic scattering and
constant density. Li [45] proposed consolidated volumes
representation for shaft of light and shadow volume to
simulate shadows and light shafts due to effect light scattering
in atmosphere. Furthermore, in this method introduced
analytical approach to solving scattering instead of airlight
integral and exploited the capabilities of graphics hardware to
execute integral calculation on each volume surface for
scattering.
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In this article, we reviewed most important methods that
used within participating media for rendering natural
phenomena such as volumetric shadows and volumetric
lighting. Ray tracing is a good method for rendering realistic
static scenes, while radiosity is a good method for rendering of
realistic dynamic scenes. However, these methods both still
infeasible for rendering scenes in real-time.
Wyman [36] has presented a method in high perform to
generate volumetric shadows. Chen [27] have demonstrated a
very fast method to render shadow-volume-based approach.
Also well, Billeter [38] proposed the simpler one to execute
and has comparable perform as the ray-marching techniques.
Morgan [38] presented a method to create light shafts based
on stochastic transparency using shadow maps to give color
effect correctly in real-time. Gautron [22] proposed approach
to apply color buffer for radiance received by visible objects
to compute light frustum form image-based shadows and
average extinction of participating media [38]. Table I shows
summary a classification of the image-based shadows and
geometric-based shadows method to render volumetric
lighting and volumetric shadows.
The methods that used in generating both the volumetric
shadows volumetric lighting not meet the realism of the
rendered scenes. We hope that an incorporated between
volumetric shadows and volumetric lighting to obtain more
realistic [46], [47], [27].
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TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION OF THE IMAGE-BASED SHADOWS AND GEOMETRIC BASED
SHADOWS
Model
Volumetric shadows
Light shafts

Shadow
Image-based
Geometric-based
[23]-[27]
[36], [34], [37]
[21], [19], [38]-[41]
[37], [26], [42]-[44]
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